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After a routine DNA background check, Brennan Wade is on the
run for murders he does not remember committing. Pursued by a
shadow agency, he fights to clear his name and catch the true
killer. Brennan forges an uneasy alliance with Joan Runciter, the
only woman to survive an attack, and together they delve into a
world of secret history and ancient horror. As the body count rises
and his true nature is revealed, Brennan must decide if the world’s
salvation is worth his own corruption.
Monsters All the Way Down contains an intriguing blend of Philip
K. Dick’s mind-bending paranoia and H. P. Lovecraft’s cosmic
horror. Ryan McSwain uses complex characters and familiar ideas
to craft a story full of twists to keep you guessing right up to the
end and beyond.
Ryan McSwain lives in Amarillo, Texas, with his wife and their two
children. Monsters All the Way Down is his first published novel.
His next book should be available in 2015.
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Possible Interview
Questions:

What’s it like
writing a novel
while being a
stay-at-home dad?
Sound Bites:
100 Words: After a DNA background check, Brennan Wade is on
the run for murders he does not remember committing. Brennan
forges an uneasy alliance with Joan Runciter, the only woman to
survive an attack, and together they delve into a world of secret
history and ancient horror. As his true nature is revealed, Brennan
must decide if the world’s salvation is worth his own corruption.
Monsters All the Way Down blends Philip K. Dick’s mind-bending
paranoia and H. P. Lovecraft’s cosmic horror. Ryan McSwain
weaves a story full of twists to keep you guessing right up to the
end and beyond.
50 Words: A DNA background check puts Brennan Wade on the
run for murders he did not commit. With Joan Runciter, the only
victim to survive, he explores a world of secret history and ancient
horror. As the truth is revealed, Brennan decides if the world’s
salvation is worth his own corruption.
25 Words: A DNA test ties Brennan Wade to murders he did not
commit. With Joan Runciter, the only surviving victim, he
uncovers a world of horror.
15 Words: DNA ties Brennan Wade to serial murders. With the
woman survivor, he seeks the killer.
10 Words: DNA ties Brennan Wade to murders he did not commit.
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